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“Future of Hope” as Mercy Community
 Embraces New School Year

By Olivia Storti
Hope is a confounding noun—it seems unclear whether hope is a mental state in which 

humans can reside, a feeling that can be acquired, or a virtue that requires an innate proclivity to 
exhibit. Emily Dickinson felt that hope “is the thing with feathers that perches in the soul, and 
sings the tune without the words, and never stops at all.” Hope, to her, perpetually existed, and 
could be found within oneself in any circumstance. However, throughout the past year, as health 
crises pervade nations, social turmoil exposes inequity that persists in American culture, and 
other political and economic tensions cause doubt, hope seems difficult to find. Yet this year, the 
Circle of Mercy aims to embody the truth that “Hope is not canceled” proving that, in fact, Emily 
Dickinson may have been right about the consistency of hope.

During this pandemic and other anxieties of the time, seeking hope seems daunting. Sister 
Pat believes that faith is a catalyst through which hope can be acquired, and that hope “is the 
heartbeat of our Christian journey.” Sister Pat explains that Christ experienced suffering like the 
world is experiencing through this pandemic, and thus He can provide solace and inspiration for 
maintaining optimism in the darkest of times. Christianity provides an ultimate exoneration from 
pessimism—as Sister Pat so eloquently stated, “The Paschal Mystery, the life, death and Resur-
rection of Christ is the ultimate source of our hope.”

Hope can be obtained through benevolent, compassionate actions that we share with our 
neighbors, Sister Pat explains. This theme will be central in the actions of the Mercy communi-
ty this year. The prayer on Mercy Day, which celebrated the opening of the House of Mercy in 
Dublin by Catherine McAuley, was centered on the theme of hope, and the ability of service to 
provide hope for both those receiving aid and those serving. This year, Mercy’s Campus Minis-
try Board will also be participating in Agape Latte, “a program out of Boston College that is an 
informal faith sharing opportunity where staff members offer a glimpse into their faith journey.” 
This event will be held routinely on Wednesdays, and it will help listeners to “be lifted up by the 
witness of others' faith” in what Sister Pat believes will be “a ‘hope-filled’ endeavor.” 

Hope is not an emotion, but rather an experience, a state which comes from the unity of faith, 
benevolence, and community. This year, the Mercy community will endeavor to be witnesses to 
and architects of faith through service that embodies the message of Catherine McAuley. The 
Circle of Mercy will find the unifying state within all of us that “perches in our souls,” and it will 
hear the tune of hope, the ceaseless harmony, which truly can ring even amidst the greatest of 
struggles. 

The Hyflex learning model at Mercy, while effective in allowing students to attend school, also 
creates challenges for on line days. Spending too long staring at a screen is bad for both eyesight 
and mental health. On line learning presents problems such as lack of focus, difficulty with com-
munication, and any number of other things.

For this reason, it is extremely important to become aware of how to make the best of the on 
line learning situation. Ms. Cady suggests that students make sure to “designate a special place” 
to help them to “stay focused and motivated.” Having one place where work is done helps to fo-
cus when in that room rather than relaxing, the same way in which a person might feel more tired 
inside of her bedroom than in a different room designated as a work space. Leaving phones and 
distractions outside of that room will be beneficial to maintaining a focused mindset. According to 
Ms. Cady, “Our brains need permission to be fully present and focus on the task at hand! It is hard 
to do that when we are tethered to our cell phones.” Though it is easy to not even recognize the 
quick distraction, the buzzing of a phone can actually draw students’ attention away from class. 
Turning the phone off during school, or at the very least leaving it outside a designated study 
room, will limit distractions.

Additionally, if on line learning becomes difficult because of mental health, tech problems, or 
any other reason teachers and counselors are there to help. Faculty and staff are going through the 
same challenges as students, and they are understanding of difficulties and willing to do whatever 
they can to help.

While staying focused when it is time to be in school on line is extremely important, screen 
breaks and time to socialize are equally valuable. Taking the occasional break allows remote stu-
dents to better focus when learning and feel less like they are always attached to their computers. 
Mercy students like to utilize time like advisement or study halls to complete schoolwork, but if 

Face timing a friend, stretching, walking, or even grabbing a snack is going to help with staying 
healthy, then these activities are perfectly valuable uses of time.

Keeping an optimistic attitude is something that will make the entire experience better. On 
line learning can’t be changed, though it can be made the best of. Offering laughter or a smile will 
brighten someone’s day, and as the only time our faces can be seen is on line, it is the perfect time 
to do it. It is easy to disengage from class and sit quietly, but being an active part of the class can 
help recreate a sense of 
community.

On line learning 
brings a variety of dif-
ficulties. With patience 
and genuine effort, 
these difficulties can be 
dealt with and be turned 
into a fantastic year.

By Julia White

On line Learning: Challenges and Opportuni-
ties for Positivity

Photos courtesy of Ally Far-
nand and Grace Kurzweil
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Mercy Blossom
 In a changing world, Mercy consistently strives to adapt to changes as rapidly as they occur. 

Sadly, one of these changes has come due to tragedies throughout the country regarding safety 
in schools. Last year the main office was moved so that it was directly in front of the visitor 
entrance. Additionally, more cameras and monitors were put in place to ensure that there would be 
constant surveillance over who was entering and exiting the building. Under the current circum-
stances, keeping track of each person along with general traffic flow has become more complicat-
ed. On top of that, everyone is also wearing facial coverings that can disrupt the clarity involved 
with recognition. 

To combat the issue of keeping track of students, Mrs. VanDamme has assumed a new position 
as Head of Attendance. This allows students to be accounted for whether they are on line or 
in person along with reporting back to the nurse and Mr. Yandek (Corona virus Coordinating 
Officer) if any calls are made in terms of symptomatic concerns. After a student is either marked 
absent, or present on line when the student should be in person, this information is cross-checked 
between teachers and parents. With that being said there is a new attendance policy located in the 
student handbook (section 2.02) that requires a certain amount of time in class.

Just as faculty members do, students are now required to wear a lanyard with an ID tag. This 
form of identification will help with the problem posed by wearing masks and improves the secu-
rity of all people in the building. It is also a recommendation from New York State that was made 
at a training Mrs. Whipple attended over the summer to ensure the safety of everyone on campus. 
Visitors will also have a new form of identification. This includes a yellow lanyard  so that they 
may be easily recognized, and a special tag attached to it. Each visitor will also be screened upon 
arrival in the building via their drivers license. This will allow the main office to check on their 
record and make sure that the visitor should be allowed in the building.

Finally, Mercy has worked closely with district police stations to check in during the day 
to keep Mercy safe. Mrs. Whipple has been in close contact with the police department since 
last year because unlike most public schools, Additionally, the Mother house being a part of the 
building puts more pressure on the assurance of safety. The safety liaison, Steve Chatterton, is a 
retired police officer & detective who works with other Rochester area schools. The main purpose 
of police presence at Mercy is so that it is public knowledge that there is in fact law enforcement 
protection at all times.     

By Emma Raymond

The Junior Ring Ceremony for the Class of 2020
Every May, the junior class gathers together in the chapel to take part in a sacred Mercy 

tradition: the Junior Ring Ceremony. Obviously, this special tradition couldn’t happen last year 
at the regular date in May in order to keep everyone safe. While everyone was understandably 
disappointed with having to miss this special occasion, the Mercy 
staff was hard at work finding a way to make sure the class of 2021 
still got to participate in the experience. The head of the ring cer-
emony for the last six years, Mrs. Melton, worked tirelessly over 
the summer and into this year planning ways to make sure that the 
ceremony didn’t have to be canceled entirely. 

Of course, this mission didn’t come without its fair share of 
challenges, mainly how to fit everyone in the class into the audito-
rium without violating social distancing protocol. This meant that 
only the students and teachers would be able to be at the ceremony 
in person while everyone else attended via a live-stream. The live-stream was also a necessity 
because the ring ceremony is a precious moment for parents as they see their daughters participate 
in a time-honored tradition. The seating only allowed for a certain amount of people at once as 

well, which made the decision to only allow students and teachers fairly clear.
At one point, there was a debate as to whether the students should attend two ceremonies 

separated by cohorts, but Mrs. Melton insisted that everyone be in person together so that every-
one would be able to get their rings at once. While having the 
ceremony in-person presented unique challenges that could have 
been avoided by doing it on line or mailing the rings, it’s import-
ant that the Mercy girls getting their rings felt like they were part 
of a tradition by doing it the way generations before them have 
received their rings. After participating, Mrs. Melton hopes that 
the students “enjoyed the ceremony and will remember all that 
Mercy is every time they wear their rings.” By receiving their 
rings, the seniors have joined generations of Mercy girls that still 
wear their rings today. While the ring ceremony was later than 

intended and different than most had envisioned, every senior girl is glad to be able to wear her 
ring as a reminder of her connection to the circle of Mercy. 

By Mackenzie Yaddaw

New Student ID Lanyards 
By Katherine Longuil

Many Mercy students have expressed interest in student and staff ID pictures. Some wonder why they are necessary in comparison to previous years.
 To answer their many questions, Mrs. Whipple has offered The Quill  some answers. One of the purposes of the IDs is to easily identify students, faculty, and staff. When everyone is wearing masks, 
it’s difficult to identify who is who. However, even when it comes time to stop wearing masks, the IDs will stay. Mercy hopes to eventually add bar codes onto the badges which will allow students 
and staff to check out books, pay for food, and much more. 

The IDs also add a new level of security for the school. Not only are faculty and staff expected to have ID cards, but visitors will now have a form of identification as well. The new visitor manage-
ment system requires a valid driver’s license upon arrival on campus. This will allow them to obtain a yellow lanyard, thus making them an identifiable guest and improving student and faculty safety.
In addition to this, students were confused as to why they had to wear their uniform for a picture when they usually got to take in their best dress up clothes. “The need for ID cards to be worn as soon 
as possible, along with having many new students enrolled who needed photos in the system” Normally, school yearbook photos are put on the ID, but because those are taken in November and ID 
pictures are an urgent necessity, they were taken separately. The school also wanted uniforms in pictures, as this is what students wear on a typical day.

To many students’ relief, yearbook photos will be separate from their current ID photos. Normal school pictures will take place in November, and students will be able to dress up as normal for this 
occasion. 

“...they were a part of a tradi-
tion by doing it the same way 
generations before them have 

received their rings”

Photos courtesy of Grace 
Kurzweil and Mr. Carro
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A Middle Schooler’s 
Thoughts on Mercy East

Mercy Introduces Temporary New 
Middle School Campus

With the start of the new school year, Mercy families have been curious about how in-person 
learning will work in the age of COVID-19. As the inquiries increased, the Mercy Administration 
opened up about their plan. Most surprising of the entire plan was an idea that no student could 
have possibly dreamed of - the opening of Mercy East. 

Mercy East, located in the building formerly known as Siena Catholic Academy, is the new 
location for the middle school, where students have the opportunity to attend in-person instruction 
5 days per week with proper social distancing and ventilation.

Several factors influenced the decision to move the middle school to a different campus. As 
many people know, the Mercy Blossom campus has a rich history 
that dates back to 1928. As a result of its age, the rooms are not large 
enough and can’t provide enough ventilation to bring students back at 
full capacity, especially in the M-Wing. However, the administration 
and teachers would love to provide every day in-person instruction. 
Conveniently, the unfortunate closing of Siena provided an opportuni-
ty for Mercy. Many new middle schoolers were transitioning from Si-
ena and Dr. Kilbridge spent four years there as Principal, so the halls 
were familiar to many.  It is also right around the corner from Mercy 
Blossom, providing the perfect opportunity for students to grow in a 
comfortable environment.

Obviously, deciding to open Mercy East took a lot of work, but Mercy staff members were all 
rock stars and took on the difficult task of opening a separate campus in such a short time, provid-
ing a smooth transition for middle school students. This initiative was something that could nor-
mally take months to plan but was executed in a matter of weeks. In the words of Dr. Kilbridge, 
“nothing is easy these days. I keep telling people, even daily tasks need to be reconceived, so we 
need to be creative, supportive, and strong and we will get through this together.” These truly 
inspirational words are exactly what people need to hear when facing the technological challeng-
es on both campuses, from equipment to adaption. Fortunately, despite the challenges, the task of 
opening a new campus was a successful team effort. Teaching under these circumstances can be a 
huge challenge, but the Mercy teachers pulled through and are the true heroes of the school year!

However, this opens up several questions in regards to teachers and staff. What about teachers 
that teach both middle and high school? Will more teachers be needed? To answer this, no. No 
more teachers were needed as a result of the split campuses. Teaching Assistants were, however, 
hired, as some of Mercy’s staff members have opted to teach virtually. On-site technical support 
and a nurse were needed as well. 

As many know, scheduling was also different this year. Along with the move to Mercy East, 
Mercy switched to a new grading and scheduling system. Forming a manageable schedule that 
coincided with what students and staff were used to took a lot of time and effort. Fortunately, 

they did not have to make two separate schedules for the separate 
campuses. This makes it manageable for teachers (foreign language, 
performing arts, theology, physical education, and history) who have 
to commute, which presents another challenge. Since Mercy has a 
rotating schedule, it had to be planned not only in a way that made 
it possible for students to attend all of their classes as well as for 
commuting teachers, who could spend half the day at each building 
instead of a constant back and forth. Another opportunity that Mercy 
provides is for students to take classes that earn high school credit 
while they are in middle school. In previous years, some middle 
school students learned alongside high schoolers depending on their 

class. With the opening of Mercy East, middle school Biology and Algebra I students no longer 
have to go to the high school for these classes, and students that are in upper level math classes 
are able to join the class via google meet with the teacher coming to Mercy East to evaluate their 
performance. 

But the biggest question that many have is about what will happen COVID-19 subsides. Will 
Mercy East stay open? Put simply, this is still an unknown. As stated by Dr. Kilbridge, “What I 
have learned in the past six months is that it’s very difficult to predict the future. We are fortunate 
to have this space available to us know and look forward to a time when our middle schoolers and 
high schoolers can be reunited.” So, it is unknown when or for how long Mercy East will exist, 
but for now, the Circle of Mercy is ever thankful for the opportunity it has provided. 

By Katherine Longuil

By Cora Schickler

Other Mercy Schools Amidst the Pandemic
By Grace Kurzweil

As we all know, Mercy middle school is in a new building this year due to COVID-19. So, this 
article is going to tell what some students have to say about the new Mercy East school building. 
There are many pros and cons about the new way of learning at the middle school. Some pros are that 
we are able to be in school full time, it’s easier to get around the school, and it’s a new experience for 
everyone! On the other hand, some cons are that it doesn’t totally feel the same as the Mercy Blossom 
building, it’s hard to get used to a new building, and also it obviously isn’t as extravagant as the Mercy 
Blossom building. 

Here are what some students have to say about the new building. Carissa Guadangna, a new Mercy 
student, says, “ I like it because the classes are close to each other, but I miss the murals and paintings 
that are on the Mercy Blossom walls.” Carissa also says, “And I wish we could decorate our lockers 
this year.” Alexsis Guerrero says, “I like it because there are less people in the halls, and there is less 
congregating in the halls. And the hallways and the gym are more spacious because we have smaller 
classes. Also it is harder to talk to people during lunch.” Aubrie Degrande says, “I miss decorating 
peoples lockers for their birthdays and it’s harder to talk to people during lunch and the homerooms 
can get messy after lunch. Also the classrooms are smaller.”Finally, Mrs. Davis says, “I think it’s a 
beautiful spacious building with a lot of windows and light. I’m still getting to know the building a 
little bit, I do like the gym, I think it’s a nice gym. I also love the courtyards here.”

These are only the opinions of a few people,and obviously everyone has a different opinion about 
being in the new building. I personally miss the treehouse at Mercy Blossom. But I love seeing the 
wildlife here at Mercy East. Every school has it’s pros and cons but no matter what Mercy building 
you are in, it is always a wonderful place full of love and hope.

Long before COVID-19 became a divisive pandemic, Our Lady of Mercy School for Young Women was established as part of a larger community of schools: Mercy schools connected by a shared 
desire to continue the work and values of Catherine McAuley. Before Catherine McAuley passed away, she told her fellow Sisters of Mercy to enjoy a “comfortable cup of tea” when she was gone, 
comforting each other and cherishing the bond between them. 

Now, as social-distancing precautions and restrictions separate Mercy students from their friends, family, and classmates, this “comfortable cup of tea” becomes a relevant reminder to find new and 
creative ways to safely embrace the spirit of community during this time. 

Elise Smith, a student at Mount Saint Mary Academy in Little Rock, Arkansas, offers insight into how her school is functioning during the pandemic and the importance of her school’s Mercy 
identity at this time. Similar to students at Our Lady of Mercy, Smith must follow a screening process (temperature check and questions on symptoms) before entering school. Mount Saint Mary Acad-
emy students are required to wear masks while in school and follow social-distancing protocols. Students do have the option to move to fully on line learning if they choose, but Smith states that she is 

continuing in-person learning despite some of her friends learning from home. 
Smith has had opportunities to connect with her friends through lacrosse and her parish. At lacrosse practice, players have worked together to 

welcome several new members onto the team, while Smith and her friends have also begun Zoom-call practices to encourage players to practice 
together virtually while at home. Smith’s parish has also developed a few creative ideas for safe gatherings, allowing parishioners to bring their 
own blankets and sit socially-distanced around a lake.

Weighing the pros and cons of the hybrid learning model that Mount Saint Mary’s is following, Smith explains that she enjoys getting an 
extra hour of sleep on days when she is on line learning because she does not have to commute to school, and she also has longer breaks during 
on line classes because she does not have to walk to class. However, Smith does note that she does not often see her friends because they do not 
attend in-person classes on the same days. However, as her library begins to open up again, Smith does look forward to spending time reading 
more often and borrowing new titles.

Smith explains that, during the pandemic, the values at the core of her Mercy school have become even more prominent. She adds, “By 
volunteering, I can help get food to people and schools...Compassion is also something that my school and I highly value...spreading just a 
little kindness and compassion goes a long way.” The pandemic is devastating, but it is also an opportunity to grow in compassion, finding new, 
creative ways to safely be of service to others. In connection with Our Lady of Mercy’s school year theme (“A Future of Hope”), Smith’s words 
remind everyone in the Mercy community to give hope to others.  

“...we need to be creative, 
supportive, and strong and 
we will get through this 

together”

Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro
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By Katherine Longuil

Alongside the various things that have changed in response to COVID-19, the Mercy Ambassador Program, a program near and dear 
to Mercy students, prospective students, and staff, has been forced to change. The Mercy Ambassador Program allows students to be 
representatives of Mercy to all visitors or prospective students. 

Mercy Ambassadors were chosen over the summer based on their answers to a google form and letters of recommendation. Once 
chosen, Ambassadors undergo training, regardless of past experience. In previous years, Ambassadors were trained all at one time. This 
year, however, since the building is closed to visitors, Mercy is providing event-specific training. The training will take place virtually for 
safety and convenience as events are added to the schedule. 

Ambassadors’ main responsibility in past years has been hosting prospective students visiting Mercy on Tuesdays, allowing interested 
students to shadow and experience school alongside a kind Mercy guide. However, the current no-visitor policy prohibits prospective stu-
dents from visiting the campus in-person due to COVID-19 precautions. As an alternative, the Ambassador Program hosts “Virtual Mercy 
Girl Chats” at 4 p.m. on Wednesdays. Ambassadors meet with the girls and talk about what it’s really like being a Mercy student as they 
normally would on a regular visit, but without the access to campus or in person tour. 

A school grounded in the belief that women are capable of 
being strong leaders in their communities and equipped to use 
their education to carry out a global vision for good, Mercy 
encourages its students to actively pursue leadership opportuni-
ties and hands-on experiences. The new Leadership Distinction 
Program, established this fall and moderated by Mrs. Elizabeth 
Decosse, is intended to provide new momentum for interest-
ed high school students to participate in leadership-oriented 
classes, speaker symposiums, job shadowing, and more. After 
applicants are accepted into the program, they will complete 
several requirements to qualify for a seal of distinction on their 
diplomas.

According to Mrs. Decosse, Mercy was motivated to create 
this program to recognize that “Mercy students are natural-born 
leaders,” and the goal of the program is to further cultivate these 
leadership skills. The program’s curriculum is based on Mercy’s 

“Profile of a Graduate”: Mercy students and alumnae are wom-
en who are grounded in faith, pursue healthy risks, demonstrate 
growth mindsets, are globally ready, act with resilience, display 
concrete communication skills and “enhance the emotional 
intelligence areas of self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, 
empathy, and social skills” (Decosse).

Requirements to participate in the Leadership Distinction 
Program vary depending on grade level. For example, once a 
senior has submitted her application and been accepted into the 
program, she will attend two speaker symposiums, research 
and journal about empowering women leaders, participate in 
ministry activities and extracurricular leadership activities, and 
complete experiential learning internships (job shadowing or 
internships either inside or outside of Mercy). Students in the 
Leadership Program will also be taking courses approved as 
“leadership courses” (for a complete list of leadership courses, 

please visit the course selection handbook on the Student-Parent 
Portal).

The heart of the Leadership Distinction Program lies in its 
emphasis on Mercy students being young women inspired by 
their peers and predecessors as well as driven to use their skills 
and talents for the good of the community. Mrs. Decosse ex-
plains, “a leadership course will not only focus on strengthening 
leadership skills of the student, but bring attention to women 
leaders in the past...Tackling issues that require us to step up 
to be a leader is also a component and developing the skills to 
work with others in a group setting.” As the school year un-
folds, the Mercy community looks forward to seeing the young 
women of the Leadership Distinction Program welcome new 
responsibilities and opportunities to be positive forces of change 
during these unprecedented times.
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New Leadership Distinction Program 
Cultivates Young Mercy Leaders

 The Cheryl Speranza Leadership Institute was established with the aim to expand the skills 
of young female leaders and provide the opportunity for more young women to join the circle of 
Mercy. This year, the Leadership Institute will once again strive to do this. Specifically, this year 
will be focused on increasing exposure to strong, exemplar female leaders in the fields of politics, 
humanities, science, and other sectors. The Leadership Institute will also “continue to explore 
what it means to be a female leader of color,” Ms. Dickey explained, empowering young women 
of color to recognize the uniqueness and power that being a female of color has when in a lead-
ership role. Ms. Dickey conveys that service opportunities will be of great importance this year, 
such as their planned project with the Red Kettle Campaign that works with the Salvation Army.  

In honor of Hispanic Heritage month, the Leadership Institute embarked on two field trips in 
October. A Hispanic Heritage Celebration took place virtually at the Memorial Art Gallery, and 

the institute attended this. Ms. Dickey shared that they also visited La Marketa at the International 
Plaza which is a Latin-themed market in the city of Rochester.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, “the biggest impact has been the girls not being able to see 
each other in person...” To remedy this distance, the institute will host bimonthly events with 
social distancing and safety precautions. They will also be using the context of the pandemic as an 
educational tool, “examining various leaders’ responses to the pandemic and analyzing pros and 
cons of those responses.” The service project aforementioned (the Red Kettle Campaign) is also 
aimed toward helping those affected by the crisis. Through these actions, the Leadership Institute 
will not only survive during these complex times, but will thrive, educating young female leaders 
to be equipped with the skills to endure and lead during these times and in the future while also 
showing the diversity of women of color in leadership roles.

The Cheryl Speranza Leadership Institute  
Continues To Foster Leadership In Young 
Women
By Olivia Storti

By Grace Kurzweil 

Ambassador Program 
Persists Amidst 
COVID-19 Regulations 

Photos courtesy of Grace Kurzweil
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By Isabela Mulcahy

Voting Registration in 2020
By Lola DeAscentiis 

As the United States and nations around the world grapple with the continued loss of lives 
due to the Coronavirus Pandemic, food pantries, homeless shelters, and disaster relief organi-
zations are struggling greatly. These organizations are attempting to support the thousands of 
people unable to afford food and provide for the families displaced by recent hurricanes and 
fires; however, the pandemic has stripped them of many of their essential volunteers. NPR News 
reported in April that the number of volunteers for Feeding America had dropped by sixty percent. 
Catholic Charities in Washington D.C. also reported to NPR News that they have been forced to 
suspend many of their volunteer programs, such as game nights and yoga classes, which, though 
not essential, are crucial for individuals’ mental and emotional health. The American Red Cross 
and the Medical Reserve Corps, both of which are critical organizations in disaster response and 
relief, have seen similar drops in volunteer numbers, as the Pacific Islanders Region of the Red 
Cross had a seventy percent decrease in volunteers. These organizations are also understaffed 
in the middle of hurricane season because many of their volunteers are older people or retirees 
and, given the susceptibility of older adults to COVID-19, they have not been able to assist with 
disaster relief. The Weather Channel also reported that the number of people who report to areas 
stricken by natural disasters has diminished greatly due to state-wide travel restrictions and rising 
infection rates in certain states. In the midst of both hurricane and fire season, and during a time 

when many are suffering economically, the people and organizations who would ordinarily be 
there to assist are now suffering themselves. The staggering lack of volunteers across the country, 
due to the pandemic, is startling and disheartening for organizations which rely so heavily on the 
generosity and kindness of others. 

In spite of the lack of volunteers, organizations throughout the country are working to serve 
others during this trying time. Eager to help in any way possible, Mercy students and Mercy Ser-
vice have planned and continue to plan events and activities which will allow Mercy girls to vol-
unteer and serve others, while staying safe and keeping others safe. Mercy Service is currently in 
the process of coordinating virtual and remote opportunities for students to connect with residents 
at The Legacy. Mercy students are continuing to collect canned foods and other needed supplies 
for food pantries and shelters throughout the community. These examples, as well as countless 
others, demonstrate the remarkable kindness and love of the Mercy community and provide hope 
for all in this uncertain time. 

Over 100 years ago, reformers like Frederick Douglass and Susan B. Anthony took to the streets of Rochester to advocate for equal suffrage. From risking getting in trouble with the (unjust) law to 
starting their own publications, they were willing to fight for their rights at any cost. Later on, 16 year old Mabel Ping-hua Lee led suffrage parades despite the Chinese Exclusion Act. Native Ameri-
cans like Zitkala-Sa fought to be included in the battle for the ballot as well. And nearly half a century later, Martin Luther King Jr. and Annie Lee Cooper, along with countless others, expanded upon 
the suffrage amendments by taking a stand against Black voter suppression and gerrymandering. But why is voting so critical that hundreds, if not thousands, dedicated their lives to securing this 
right? 

In searching for that answer, The Quill had the opportunity to speak with Ms. Zajac, Mercy’s very own government teacher. “I have spent the vast majority of my career trying to make people 
understand the responsibilities that are necessary in continuing to cultivate a democracy that is truly reflective of ‘we the people’” she shared.  “So many people have struggled and died for the right to 
vote. It is our responsibility to use our political efficacy and make our opinions heard on issues… to put it simply, the vote is our voice.” 

The vote truly is one of the most fundamental facets of American democracy. It has the power to improve our government, make our voices heard, and change the course of history. After all, it is 
our most basic civic responsibility. Yet shockingly, a staggering 43% of eligible voters didn’t vote in the 2016 general election, according to The United States Elections Project. So this year, as we 
approach another major election in the midst of a pandemic, how can we ensure that our voices are heard? 

While registration forms were due on October 9th, some citizens still feel uncertain about how they will vote. The Quill put together the following information about this unusual election year:

Absentee Voting: 
Registered voters should have  received an absentee ballot application in the mail. The New York State Absentee Ballot webpage was available to make a request. Applications were due October 

27th and ballots were to be mailed to the Monroe County Board of Elections by November 3rd. 

Early Voting: 
Early in-person voting lasted until November 1st. Eligible adults could do this at any early voting location within their home state, regardless of zip code. First time voters had to  bring a photo 

identification. For specific dates, times, and locations, one could visit the  Monroe County Early Voting webpage. 

In person voting: 
Polling locations are typically open from 6 AM to 9 PM on election day. First time voters who registered by mail had to bring a form of identification. To find voting locations, one could visit the 

New York Voter Look-Up web page. If a polling station closed while voters were still in line, they had to allow everyone who arrived by 9 PM to vote.

However, our voices in this year’s election are not limited to voting. As stated by Ms. Zajac, “The vote is the simplest way to participate, but even if you are not eighteen, you can make your voice 
heard. Calling or writing to elected officials, talking about policy with family and friends, marches, interest groups, the list goes on and on.” 

In New York, 16 and 17 year olds can even pre-register to vote and inspire their family and friends to do the same! So no matter what age you are and what your background is, make sure that your 
voice is heard in the 2020 election because, in the wise words of Rep. John Lewis,  “the vote is so precious it is almost sacred, so go out and vote like you’ve never voted before.”

Mercy students and faculty show their support for the 
Suffragist City Parade
Photos courtesy of Lola DeAscentiis
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Olivia Storti
During these trying times, service is more necessary than ever. The needs of people have expanded as the pandemic has stripped communities in need of social interaction, economic funding, and 

resources. Due to safety precautions necessary to maintain the safety of communities and the Mercy Service participants, Mrs. Randazzese and passionate students have re-imagined Mercy Service 
initiatives!

In light of the pandemic, visitors and volunteers are not permitted at The Legacy. To circumvent this barrier, two new initiatives have been started to connect Mercy students and Legacy residents. 
The first concept is a fantastic idea that arose at a Mercy Service Think Tank wherein Mercy students will be able to send positive, personal letters to Legacy residents! This Pen Pal program will 
match students with one senior Pen Pal. Students will also have the opportunity to participate in the Sharing Stories Program, which will connect Mercy students and seniors two times monthly in vid-
eos discussing topics of the month! Topics may include subjects such as holiday trips, fun family stories, childhood home, and more! The final Legacy initiative will be the Mercy Musical Connection 
Initiative, wherein students can record videos of themselves playing music to share with Legacy residents! These COVID-safe events prove that social distancing does not have to limit compassionate 
service, intimate conversation, or relationships.

A Pen Pal program will also exist between 12 Mercy students and children at Cameron Community Ministries! Cameron’s Academic Coordinator, Ariana, says, “your letter writing will work well 
into their full-day academic program beautifully as an opportunity for literacy enrichment. Our “publishing station” (writing center) is a favorite activity among the kiddos during their occasional 
break from Zoom/on-screen instruction, and sending/receiving mail will be a perfect addition to this center.” There will also be a story sharing program with Cameron Community Ministries two 
times monthly! In person service projects include kitchen aid at the House of Mercy, Christmas preparation there as well, and Foodlink work. The Bethany House will have hybrid options, with virtual 
Prayer Services, wherein students can create a thirty minute prayer service to host via zoom, as well as in person assistance in the food pantry. 

Through careful in person service projects, digital connection, and interaction through writing, Mercy students have a plethora of service options available, and the community will not be deprived 
of the compassion, care, and concern that Mercy students have always shown for those in need!

OLM Observations

Faculty Photos
Emma Raymond and Lola DeAsentiis

Julia White

Message To the Monarch
Dear Monarch:
 I thought I was doing well with on line learning but staring at a screen all day is making me exhausted! I’m trying my best to transition between going into school and being on line. I forget to 

reset my alarm when I switch. It’s like every week I need to relearn the system.
 When I spend all day looking at my surface I get really tired and bored. Sometimes my eyes start to drift closed on camera. I fell asleep during advisement and dropped my surface pen on the 

floor, then nearly missed attendance for my next class. When I’m so tired I have a really hard time being productive during free moments. I get so much more done in school study halls then at home, 
even if I’m trying to do my work. 

 I thought everyone else would be feeling tired too and dealing with this. As far as I know, I’m the only one who is at risk of sleeping through a class. I need some help, or I’m going to fail all my 
classes because I either blank out and miss everything or fall asleep altogether!

Sincerely,
Sleepy Screen Starer

Dear Sleepy Screen Starer
 I decided not to shorten your name because the alliteration is satisfying. You’re not alone in your exhaustion, but I see the problem given if you fall asleep on camera someone is definitely going 

to notice. Taking the occasional sip of water might help distract you, or you could even try splashing yourself. Yourself. Not the computer.
  There is also the option of picking a point on the wall and focusing on it very hard. It might keep you awake, though you’ll have to forgive any strange reactions, as it has the effect of making you 

look a bit like a zombie. Make sure you don’t sink too far down in your chair and out of the camera. The knowledge that your eyes can’t be seen might make you even sleepier…
I would advise you to make use of all your time. Obviously, getting work done is important, but if you need a snack or a walk away from the computer when you get a break, take it! Don’t spend 

advisement or study hall succumbing to the tantalizing calls of Netflix. There is one more method I personally find very effective. Going back to my kindergarten roots by utilizing nap time helps me 
come back to class awake and refreshed! A short nap is not necessarily a bad thing! Just make sure you set your alarm. Trust me, in this particular situation, there is no ‘five more minutes’ option.  

Good luck with all of your sleepy needs!
Monarch

< Picture 1:
I have 4 sisters and no brothers. 
I have completed the Northville-Plac-
id trail, in 10 days.
I took a horse 7-day pack trip through 
the Canadian Rockies and saw a 
wolf!

Ah, fall. And even better, fall in Rochester! If you love November snows and raking leaves, 
this is definitely the season for you. Or maybe you like fall for a normal reason? The colors, the 
shoes, seeing friends in school, any of those far less original reasons. Whatever the reason, you 
must be having a great time during your favorite season. Sure you have a lot of homework, but 
will that stop you from gazing reverently outside? Never!

 Unfortunately, for all you fall lovers the neighbors might not be too happy if you knock on 
their doors this Halloween. Unless, of course, there’s a way to incorporate a mask into your cos-
tume. On the bright side, Wegmans has no lack of candy for sale and there’s no shame in buying 
early and making quick work of the ‘for trick or-treaters' candy. I also remind you that Thanksgiv-
ing is a part of fall. We mostly love Thanksgiving for the food. Why isn’t there any mystical, high 
spirited turkey to bring us presents? Instead we just eat him. I can ponder this with a guilty heart, 
but sorry to all you vegetarians, it won’t last long. Just about everyone can appreciate the joys of 
a fall Thanksgiving, unless of course you’re working Black Friday. Those poor souls need your 
prayers.

In all seriousness, if you can forgive the early mornings and early snows, fall is a wonderful 
season! In a typical Rochester year, fall and spring might be taken over by the other seasons. 
If you have an opportunity to point out the first tree to have its leaves turn do so! The next day 
those leaves might look a little more dead. Those who appreciate fall in all of its glory are just 
the people we need! They are the optimists who jump out of bed early and say hi to everyone in 

the classroom. They fight off seasonal depression and make the summer lovers feel guilty for not 
appreciating the finer parts of other seasons.

So happy fall to all 
you fall lovers! I hope 
you have a glorious 
and magical season. 
The rest of you…
you’ll have to dig deep 
for a bit longer. Just 
don’t ruin things for 
the cheerful people.

 Have a wonderful 
season!

<Picture 2: 
I have 10 dogs!
My favorite soccer team is Chelsea FC.
I grew up in Buffalo.

Check your answers on Page 8

Photos courtesy of Grace Kurzweil
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For the past seven months, news headlines have bounced between various COVID-19 updates 
across the world—among these updates are highlights of sports seasons, new regulations for ath-
letes to participate in sports, and ways to practice for sports at home during quarantine. This par-
ticular highlight is a celebration of non-contact fall sports seasons restarting for Mercy students. 

First, what is there to look forward to in this shortened sports season? According to swimmers 
Ivy Aman and Julia Pelletier, the new swimming season is an opportunity to welcome both return-
ing and new members to the team. According to Pelletier, swimming on the Mercy team isn’t just 
about personal success; rather, everyone contributes to the team and is supportive of each other’s 
accomplishments. This perspective explains why it is so important to the swim team to welcome 
new members and help them to become comfortable contributors to the team. Aman and Pelletier 
enthusiastically accept the challenge of bonding all their teammates together; though the swim 
team does not have any team bonding events scheduled yet, its members are looking forward to 
re-imagining these activities to keep the team safe while making the season memorable for all its 
swimmers. Ivy adds, “Go Monsharks!”

Zoe Cronmiller, a cross country runner, is in her senior year on the team and is excited to be 
able to finally see her teammates in person. Though invitationals for the season have been can-
celed, Cronmiller does not consider the season to be completely altered. According to Cronmiller, 
the most important part about running cross country is the team factor. Cronmiller remarks, “The 

bond my teammates and I have created throughout past seasons is truly unbreakable. The coaches 
are nothing but supportive and the environment that has been created amongst the team is some-
thing I am so thankful to be a part of. My love for the sport has only grown, even with our current 
circumstances.” Cronmiller adds that the cross country team is planning a socially-distanced 
picnic to foster the same bonds of friendship between new and returning members that have led 
Cronmiller herself to cherish the cross country team for so many years.

 Next, how has quarantine and on line learning affected the fall sports season? According to 
golfer Mary Grace McCann, on line learning has actually made her even more excited about the 
golf season! Though she is disappointed that the golf season is significantly shorter than in past 
years, McCann explains that “golf is my favorite thing to do with my free time. After a long, 
stressful day of staring at a computer, I love to hit the range and crush the ball 220 yards with my 
driver…this year, COVID-19 didn’t really affect the way I play golf, if anything I got a chance to 
play it more often!” McCann certainly offers an inspiring perspective on the golf season, viewing 
it not as an extra part of an already long day, but as an opportunity to re-energize and challenge 
herself mentally and physically outside of school.

These student-athletes perspectives serve as a testament to the positive mindsets and resilience 
of those participating in fall sports. It is the dedication of these students and their coaches which 
makes it possible for fall sports to continue smoothly despite new restrictions. Go Monarchs!

Mercy Mosaic Club 
As a club founded on the principles of diversity and inclusion, Mercy Mosaic club is more important than ever. Even amidst the pandemic, Mosaic club members are finding creative ways to help 

the community and be of service to those most in need. 
Last semester, club founder and president Molly Kantz organized a successful food drive to stock the pantries at Bethany House, which had taken a hit due to COVID-19. Kantz, along with several 

Mosaic club members, encouraged the Mercy community to donate non-perishable food items during the tech drop-off, which resulted in the ability to feed over 250 families in need! 
Due to this success, the Mosaic club has planned another item drive for this October, which will bring in several hygiene items for the House of Mercy and Bethany House. But this time, they will 

be teaming up with the Mercy Civic Equality club to extend their impact even further. Seeing that the Mosaic and Civic Equality clubs have similar missions, Kantz plans to work with club presidents 
Emma Grace Wade and Janaa Smith in the future. This will include shared meetings, projects, and more. 

The Mosaic club also plans on holding a sponsored walk in Mount Hope cemetery this month, which will honor several past local reformers and inspire participants to follow in their footsteps to 
create a more equitable local community.

The hygiene drive and walk are sure to be a success, so make sure to participate! 

Welcome Ms. McElheran!
Every year Mercy is blessed with new amazing faculty and staff and they come with amazing stories from before 

Mercy. Today we are lucky enough to interview the new seventh and eighth grade social studies teacher, Ms. McEl-
heran. Ms. McElheran is originally from Watertown, NY and really likes to travel. “It is my favorite thing to do,” she 
says. Before she came to Mercy, she was a student at Misericordia University and is now completing her degree in 
Curriculum and Development at the University at Albany. Just last May she graduated from Misericordia University. 

Ms. McElheran always wanted to be a teacher, she says “I decided to become a history teacher because I wanted 
to share my love of history with others. I also wanted to show students that history can be fun and exciting.” She real-
ly likes several things about Mercy’s environment. She enjoys how students come to learn and ask questions and how 
her fellow teachers care very deeply about their students. Ms. McElheran is also excited to come to work each day, 
teaching students and making it fun in the process.  She is looking forward to making history and engaging everyone 
by using Hamilton songs in her lessons. 

Ms. McElheran likes mint chocolate chip ice cream, cooking and playing lacrosse, having played lacrosse in col-
lege too. A fun fact about herself is, “I am the only one in my family not born in New York. I was born in Kentucky 
when my father was stationed there while serving in the U.S. Army.” Ms. McElheran is a wonderful and fabulous 
teacher who will be happily teaching and engaging students at Mercy for years to come. Please welcome Ms. McEl-
heran to the Circle of Mercy. 

. 

By Lola DeAscentiis 

By Emma Raymond

By Grace Kurzweil

New Sports 
Regulations

Similar to the new COVID-style school week, sports are taking on a new schedule this year, Regulations released toward the end of August designated which sports pose a high risk for the spread 
of COVID-19 and which sport would be allowed to continue with their regular season. High risk sports include rugby, ice hockey, football, volleyball, and wrestling because of the close distance be-
tween players necessary to play. While some of these sports started practices at many area schools, they are not allowed to begin playing games. Teams are also required to abide by social distancing 
guidelines with masks when appropriate. Other sports, such as soccer, swimming, tennis, and cross country, have been deemed as relatively low risk activities.

Here at Mercy, sports have started and students are excited that some normalcy has returned with the start of school. Soccer practices have started for both JV and Varsity teams. Each team mem-
ber is allowed two spectators at games, which doesn’t allow for the usual support of teachers and other friends, but nonetheless the players are back to doing what they do best! Other sports, such 
as cross country, have started their seasons as well. Sports whose seasons have already passed and those considered high risk will continue to practice. Regulations and possible game play will be 
reevaluated in the Spring. 

The health concerns related to the commencement of sports may hold some students back from participating this year, especially if masks are not required in areas where social distancing is not 
guaranteed. On the other hand, this allows athletes to expand their skill set and engage in possible cross-training and participate in other activities as well. 

By Ani Vogl

Photo courtesy of Ivy Aman
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This last year has been a curious time for everyone, I know. We’ve all had our visions of the 
year thrown away as we get used to these new situations and learn to adapt to a new normal. 
We’re now going into a new school year that looks nothing like the one we had envisioned for 
ourselves. I also have been planning senior year, laying down plans and to-do lists that were 
suddenly uplifted and turned upside down. Especially as I begin my last year of high school and 
prepare for something unknown, I’m unsure of how to proceed. 

It seems like all of my life I have been rationing my time and experiences in preparation for 
when I graduate and move onto college. I’ve been saving my time for something that matters 
when I’ve finally made it through the four years of high school. From an early age, I have been 
focused on getting the right grades and forming the proper study ethic so I’ll be prepared for the 
life I have set ahead of me. I’m sure that many students have embraced this same philosophy 
over the years, working diligently now so that they can enjoy the years ahead of them eventually. 
When my siblings played outside and rolled down hills, I remained in my room, listening to clas-
sical music because it’s the best for concentration. Working towards a stable, secure job sounded 
like the safe thing to do and I rationed my time accordingly. 

However, now that I’m standing at the brink of senior year, one month down and only eight 
more to go before my diploma, I’m wondering how to spend all that time I rationed for myself. 
I’ve sent in my applications to colleges, mailed off my transcripts, and submitted an essay that 
tells my story the best way that I can. I’m almost done with a process I’ve spent years preparing 
for and in a few months, I’ll be standing on the other side of it, stress gone and future decided. It’s 
a strange feeling, knowing that all of that waiting for life to happen will be over soon. It calls for-

ward a question I never imagined I’d ever have to 
answer because this point felt so far in the future. 
What do I do now when all I’ve ever done is wait? 
All I’ve ever done is prepare for this point, so 
where do I go after only knowing that for so long?

It’s a daunting question, I know, and a difficult 
one to answer. I might spend a while trying to 
answer it, but at least I won’t be waiting for my 
life to begin any longer. Trying to find the right 
response will involve coffee runs with my friends, 
reading the poetry I want regardless of reading 
lists, and acting on thought, not just writing it 
down in a journal of “some days.” Maybe it’ll re-
quire being more patient with myself and learning 
to listen to myself, following my mind wherever it 
needs to take me. But regardless of how or when I 
find that answer, I know that I’ll get there rolling 
down hills and learning to be free. 

Letter From the Editor 
By Mackenzie Yaddaw

Welcome to New Staff

By Allyson Farnand 

This year, the Science Department welcomes an accom-
plished world traveler, a discoverer of a new species in 
Madagascar, and a distinguished member of the National 
Science Teaching Association: Mrs. Guzzetta! Educating for 
over twenty-five years, Mrs. Guzzetta began her journey of 
teaching at DeSales High School, in addition to coaching 
athletes involved in soccer, softball, and basketball. Shifting 
from places like New Smyrna Beach High School in Florida 
and founding a girls’ soccer program to teaching at Aquinas 
College in Boston, Mrs. Guzzetta has established her career 
in education across the nation. Making her way back to the 
Finger Lakes, Mrs. Guzzetta has been teaching students at 
Allendale Columbia School for around twenty years. Now, 
her journey at Our Lady of Mercy has just begun! 
 Outside of the classroom, Mrs. Guzzetta has 
acquired quite the worldly knowledge, exploring across the 
globe: from Thailand, Malaysia, Cambodia, and Taiwan to 
most of the countries in Europe. An outstanding highlight in 
her travels includes the biodiversity study that she organized 
in Madagascar with several of her middle and high school 
students. While studying and researching there, she and her 
students discovered several new species of animals and plants 
in the Ranomafana National Park! Mrs. Guzzetta and her 
students collected the DNA of these new species —  ranging 
from a foot-long worm to various insects— and learned that 
those sequences had never been classified before. Also while 
in Madagascar, they studied and categorized bones from 
the Christmas River and proved that humans had existed in 
Madagascar prior than originally believed. Additionally Mrs. 
Guzzetta and her students gave a helping hand to communi-
ties in Madagascar, aiding to plant trees, donating supplies to 
the local medical center, and creating educational material for 
village schools. 
 Aside from her lengthy travels, Mrs. Guzzetta 
enjoys spending time with her husband, Dave, her son, Mi-
chael and daughter, Katie. She also devotes time to the great 
outdoors, passionate in kayaking, paddle boarding, boating, 

scuba diving, hiking, and playing soccer. A proud owner 
of two cats and two Spinone Italianos, Mrs. Guzzetta also 
engages in agility training, barn hunting, and tracking with 
her dogs, Bailey and Murphy. She adds how her membership 
and annual presentation in the National Science Teachers 
Association allows her to converse with and encourage other 
educators in STEM, along with the Science Teachers Asso-
ciation of New York State, as well as a National Geographic 
Educator Certification Facilitator. Last year, Mrs. Guzzetta 
received the highest award given to high school teachers: The 
National Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics 
and Science Teaching for Secondary Science for New York 
State.
   So, why Mercy? Mrs. Guzzetta’s interest in becoming 
a teacher at Mercy initiated with her passion for teaching 
and her inspirations to foster young women’s potential in 
STEM-related fields. A strong proponent of math and science, 
Mrs. Guzzetta desires to share her love of these areas and 
aid her students in becoming dedicated, life-long learners. 
She emphasizes the creation of productive leaders, hoping 
to motivate her students to inspire future young women as 
well. As an AP biology, biology, and anatomy and physiology 
teacher, Mrs. Guzzetta aims to motivate the students at Mercy 
to take initiative and flourish as prominent leaders in their 
classrooms and community. As STEM fields remain largely 
male-dominated, Mrs. Guzzetta hopes to encourage Mercy 
girls to develop a passion for science and pursue a career in 
STEM-related fields. When prompted to give advice to young 
women interested in STEM, Mrs. Guzzetta states, “Remem-
ber that only you control your destiny so set your path and 
never waiver. By doing so you will not only realize your 
dreams, but you will also become a role model for future 
female scientists.” 

By Emma Raymond 
  Many changes have occurred in just the few short weeks school has been in session. 

Among these changes, several new teachers have been welcomed into the Mercy community. 
Filling in for Mrs. Casey this fall is Mr. Patterson. As someone who was born and raised near 
Buffalo, the recent victories of the Bills, led by Josh Allen, has helped sustain his motivation 
through these odd circumstances.  Mr. Patterson also provides his students with a motivational 
quote at the start of each class; just in case the football victories aren’t enough. 

  Growing up, Mr. Patterson lived in a town called Ransomville and attended Wilson Cen-
tral school. Later on, he attended and graduated from SUNY Brockport. After teaching eighth 
and ninth grade at Rush-Henrietta last year, Mr. Patterson joins us here at Mercy!

   Outside of teaching American history, Mr. Patterson has an array of activities to occupy 
him. One of these is taking care of his ten dogs! He also enjoys reading and listening to 
various types of music. Typically, this includes The Beatles, Mac Miller, and The Gorillaz. As 
mentioned previously, sports are also important to Mr. Patterson. Other than rooting for the 
Bills every weekend, Mr. Patterson also watches his favorite soccer team, Chelsea FC play. 

  If you see Mr. Patterson around, make sure to welcome him to Mercy! He can usually 
be found in Mrs. Casey’s room with a tie featuring monopoly money or another novelty. He 
would definitely appreciate it if you mention his immaculate taste in ties, gave him book 
recommendations, or want to debate the objective talent of artists such as Lil Uzi. However 
different Mercy may look this year, the Mercy community is happy to have you here, Mr. 
Patterson! 
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